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new live-action children’s show SET TO RELEASE from Caster Studios
Texas-based entertainment studio announces new kid’s tv series

Dripping Springs, Texas – July 1st 2022 – Caster Studios officially announces that its original live-action early
childhood series, Gus Plus Us, will release this fall.

Each story begins with Gus against a blank canvas, inviting the viewer to join him on an adventure along with
his faithful, zany sidekick Karrot and his whimsical mentor, Lucy. The white canvas materializes into a world
resembling a life-sized pop-up book, all made from familiar hand-crafted materials and accented with 2D
animation.

Every adventure reveals something new about life’s elementary mysteries – such as the importance of good
values, personal responsibility, and showcasing the many incredible wonders that are just outside the door.
Each episode also features a fresh and playful original song. Gus Plus Us is an engaging, humorous, and exciting
new series for the whole family.

“My wife and I set out to make a show that would bring the whole family joy. We are a family that created a
trust-worthy show for families,” said Nick Caster, founder of Caster Studios.

Season 01 has 13 x 11 minute episodes, with each featuring an original song. Caster Studios is excited to be
releasing a children’s show made with parents in mind. For more information or to contact the studio, visit
them at https://casterstudios.com/ or to learn more about the show, visit http://gusplusus.com/

# # #

Caster Studios, Inc. is a family owned entertainment studio based in Austin, Texas. Founded in 2007, Caster Studios is a

home for developing, producing, and distributing premium film and television projects that raise the ordinary to something

extraordinary. Caster Studios is the first film production studio in the Texas Hill Country. Be on the lookout for the much

anticipated release of their first all-original children’s show, Gus Plus Us. For more information about the studio, please visit

their website.
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